
St Philip Westbrook C of E Aided Primary School 
 

Religious Education 

 

Jesus as Teacher: 

Stories: Lost sheep, Good Samaritan, 

beatitudes, lost son. 

Nativity – how different countries 

celebrate Christmas. 

Why did Jesus tell this story? 

What can we learn from this story? 

How does this story help us to 

understand Christian beliefs? 

How does this story impact on the lives 

of believers? 

Computing 

Programming. 

Can children write simple code 

to make an object perform a 

simple algorithm? Can children 

debug a code a complex code? 

Can children write a code to 

create their own program? 

Physical Education 

 

Invasion games – tag 

rugby and netball.  

 

A main focus will be on 

tactical skills. 

We will also be working 

on accuracy and power of 

striking. 

During games, children 

will work on attacking and 

defending whilst creating 

a tactic 

Science 

Forces – pushes and pulls, resistance, 

balanced and unbalanced forces. Making 

parachutes. We will look for patterns in 

our results, take accurate measurements 

using a range of scientific equipment and  

make a prediction and begin to think 

about what will take place. 

Personal, Social & Health Ed 

 

Health and well-being: healthy 

living, risk and personal safety, 

drugs. 

 

Art 

South American clay monkeys. Look at 

local artisans and copy their techniques. 

Can children create all the colours they 

need, can children draw shapes using 

marks and lines to produce texture? 

English 

Poetry – looking at form and structure. 

Narratives – descriptions, dialogue and action. 

Grammar – model verbs, word classes, spelling 

patterns. 

Reading – comprehension, inference skills. 

Year 5 Autumn 2 

Topic: South America 

Mathematics 

Multiplication and Division – long methods. 

Word problems – look at the language for the four 

operations and unpick what the problems are 

asking us to find out.  Use of skills learnt  to order 

thinking in word problems. 

Spanish 

Christmas shopping. 

Names of gifts and presents. 

Prices. Buying in Spain. 

Chirstmas in Spain. 

Geography 

Locate the USA and Canada, and 

name the main countries in South 

America, on a world map and atlas 

Locate rivers and mountain ranges. 

Wow Experiences 

 

Making parachutes which 

will carry an egg safely 

down from the red bridge. 

 

Music 

Composing a Christmas song. 

Composing music to meet a specific 

criteria, using a diary to record process 

of composing, structure of melody. 

Visit or Visitors 

Museum of Science and Industry – 

forces and flight workshops. 

Cultural Appreciation 

Christmas in different countries – 

Jamaica, Australia, etc. 

 

British Values Debate 

As a multi-cultural society, should we 

still celebrate Christmas? 

 



 


